
SINGING NEXT WEEK’S MASS - PART 1



OUR GOAL: 
Are you… 

…just curious… Intrigued by chant? 

…a practicing Catholic wanting to 
give chant “pride of place”? 

…an experience singer, but not with 
chant notation?

Provide 
tools to 

go to the 
next level



DEFINITIONS: LITURGY
• The word "liturgy" originally meant a "public work" or a 

"service in the name of/on behalf of the people." In Christian 
tradition it means the participation of the People of God in 

"the work of God."   Through the liturgy Christ, our redeemer 
and high priest, continues the work of our redemption in, with, 

and through his Church. (Catechism of the Catholic Church #1069) 

• “The perichoresis of the Trinity kenotically extended to invite 
our synergistic ascent into deification” (David Fagerberg, Liturgical asceticism)

Details?    www.liturgy.online      (Free class “Introduction to the sacred liturgy)



FROM DAVID FAGERBERG “ON LITURGICAL ASCETICISM” (P. 163)
“LITURGY, THEOLOGY, AND ASCETICISM INTERPENETRATE”

• (1) Asceticism that is liturgical-theological is a battle with the passions so that we might be 
prepared for theological encounter with God.  

• (2) Liturgy that is ascetical-theological works an adjustment in the mind that prepares the 
subject for theological encounter with God.  

• (3) Theology that is liturgical-ascetical is the presence of deifying power whereby we 
experientially know God.  

• These are three atoms in one molecular structure: remove one and you will not have the 
same Christian molecule. And if any element is isolated from the other two, it will no longer 
be the same, either. When the three are connected at the molecular level, then asceticism is 
more than morality, theology is more than a human science, and liturgy is more than human 
religious ceremony.



DEFINITIONS: A RITE (= RITUAL)

• Rite: a repeatable pattern of human behavior. 

• Rite: The ordering and use of signs and symbols, 
actions and words, sacred times, ministers and 
assembly, singing and music, sacred art and 
architecture that make present Christ and his 
saving work, the Paschal Mystery  

• (L.I.’s“An Introduction to the Sacred Liturgy”)



DEFINING “LATIN CHURCH” AND “ROMAN RITE”

• Church: “the holy Catholic Church, which is the mystical body of Christ, is made up of 
the faithful who are organically united in the Holy Spirit by the same faith, the same 
sacraments, and the same government. They combine into different groups, which are 
held together by their hierarchy, and so form particular churches or rites.” 

• 23 Eastern Catholic Churches (e.g. Maronite, Greek, Coptic, Armenian, Malabar) 

• 1 Western Catholic Church (i.e., Latin) 

• Rite: “A rite is the liturgical, theological, spiritual, and disciplinary patrimony of a 
distinct people manifested in a Church sui juris” (autonomous) 

• East: West Syriac rite, East Syriac rite, Alexandrian rite, Byzantine rite, Armenian 

• West: Roman rite, Ambrosian rite, Mozarabic rite

www.liturgy.online



VATICAN II - CONSTITUTION ON SACRED LITURGY

• 34. The rites should be distinguished by a noble simplicity; they 
should be short, clear, and unencumbered by useless 
repetitions; they should be within the people's powers of 
comprehension, and normally should not require much 
explanation.  

•                        (Etymology of NOBLE = KNOW) 

• 36. 1. Particular law remaining in force, the use of the Latin 
language is to be preserved in the Latin rites. 



DEFINITIONS: SACRAMENTS

• (CCC 1131) The sacraments are efficacious 
signs of grace, instituted by Christ and 
entrusted to the Church, by which divine life is 
dispensed to us. The visible rites by which the 
sacraments are celebrated signify and make 
present the graces proper to each sacrament. 
They bear fruit in those who receive them with 
the required dispositions.



LEARNING TO CHANT: THE HARD WAY

MUSIC

Liturgical 
 Chant



MUSIC

LITURGICAL 
CHANT

LEARNING TO CHANT: THE BETTER WAY

music theory

the human voice L I T U R G
liturgical music  

notation



HTTPS://LONGBEACHCHANT.FILES.WORDPRESS.COM/2020/08/ORALTRADITION5-1-SINAERT.PDF

GESTURE AND WORD

•Man went from corporage (body) to manuélage (hands) to langage 
(tongue) as global language was progressively concentrated in 
manual language— the sign language of the hands— and in laryngo-
buccal language—that of the phonatory system, a gesticulatory 
reduction explained by a concern to economize energy and to free 
movement for purposes other than communication.  

•      Agent   -   acting   -   Acted 

•            Subject   -   verb   -   Complement



“VOICES AND INSTRUMENTS IN CHRISTIAN WORSHIP” BY JOSEPH GELINEAU SJ  (1)

RITUAL IS ART: RITUAL GESTURE AND NATURAL GESTURE

• A ritual gesture differs from a “natural” gesture by 
elevating or ennobling it.  

• it removes it from the sphere of the “ordinary” by 
imposing a restraint upon the manifestation of emotions. 
Gestures are infused with respect of the sacred. 

• it adds “convention” to nature. Gathers the adherent 
around a certain uniformity.



ART AND NATURE

• Nature is beautiful, of a beauty that cannot be surpassed. Yet the 
artist yearns for modifying it. Why? Because the artist is trying to 
interpret the most profound yearning which is inscribed in the 
heart of man.  

• Since Art is a language, the artists express to other like 
themselves.  

• Like for Rite, Art make use of “Convention”. Every culture as its 
own standards of esthetics.

“VOICES AND INSTRUMENTS IN CHRISTIAN WORSHIP” BY JOSEPH GELINEAU SJ  (2)



SACRED AND PROFANE 

•Both Art and Rite are looking beyond 
nature.  

•“On the level of signs, the sacred is 
contrasted with the profane as art is 
contrasted with nature”

“VOICES AND INSTRUMENTS IN CHRISTIAN WORSHIP” BY JOSEPH GELINEAU SJ  (3)



CULT AND ART

• “Cult imparts the hidden reality which art only suggests in sensible signs. 
Nothing but a religious rite can fully grant what the artist wants. In fact, if faith 
be not vain, the rite of the believer “verifies” (makes true) the work of the 
artist. Only here can the sign truly effect what it signifies.  

• This efficacy is not by any means due to the rite itself, still less to art. It is 
illusion for a man to think that he can acquire a spiritual reality by means of a 
human sign; it is magic to think that he can act upon God. Signs can mediate 
the divine only if God Himself has chosen to make use of them to mediate His 
grace, and this is true only if they are mysteries of revealed religion. Hence, in 
the Christian religion alone can a rite be truly a sacrament; only there can art 
be a living introduction to the new creation in the Holy Spirit” 

“VOICES AND INSTRUMENTS IN CHRISTIAN WORSHIP” BY JOSEPH GELINEAU SJ  (4)



MYTHOLOGY VS. THEOLOGY
CHAOS             SCAPEGOAT MURDERED

ORDER / MYTH 
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PRACTICAL ART AND FINE ART IN THE LITURGY

• Paradox: Art is inherent to Christian worship. But Liturgy is also free from 
any concrete form of art. Only water, oil, bread and wine are really 
necessary for the sacraments. 

• But even in their simplest form, Christian rituals are “artificial”. 
Differentiation: Fine art = provide esthetic pleasure, Practical art = make 
spiritual contact with the realities signified. 

• “The point of view of the believer who is taking part in the rites 
corresponds to that of the creative artist:  for in the liturgy none should 
be purely spectators or purely auditors, but all should be agents.” 

“VOICES AND INSTRUMENTS IN CHRISTIAN WORSHIP” BY JOSEPH GELINEAU SJ  (5)



DEFINITIONS: GREGORIAN CHANT

A corpus of vocal monophonic melodies for singing 
the Catholic liturgy, formed during the Carolingian 

period (8th-9th century). 

The Graduale Romanum (Roman Gradual) is the 
“official songbook of the Church” and the best 

pathway to this tradition. 

Details?  https://longbeachchant.com/chant/01-voice/ 



PER JOSEPH GELINEAU, SJ
ROLES WITHIN THE SINGING ASSEMBLY

• The celebrant (“In persona Christi 
Capitis”- Christ the Head) 

• Sacred ministers (delegated): 

• Deacon  

• Reader 

• Psalmist

SOLO (Sanctuary)   <———————> CONGREGATIONAL (Nave)

• The People (“The mystical body 
of Christ”) 

• The choir (or “schola 
cantorum”) 

• Leader: the “cantor”



• 3 attributes of liturgical chant:       

• Breath,      

• Interiority,      

• Freedom 

• Context of Liturgical Chant :   Silence

ARTICLE BY FATHER MARK DANIEL KIRBY, SACRED MUSIC MAG.SUMMER 2009
DEFINITION: LITURGICAL CHANT



• 5 identifying characteristics : 

• the human voice as instrument, 

• chant as sung speech    

• the objective delivery of the sacred text, 

• chant as holly and hallowing (fitting the action) 

• chant as a means to “that full, conscious, and actual participation in liturgical 
celebrations which is demanded by the very nature of the liturgy (SC chap 14)

ARTICLE BY FATHER MARK DANIEL KIRBY, SACRED MUSIC MAG.SUMMER 2009
DEFINITION: LITURGICAL CHANT



• Theological value of Liturgical Chant: 

• Epiphanic : the Word from God 

• Doxological and Eucharistic: the Word to God 

• Sapiental and Mystagogical : the Word about God

ARTICLE BY FATHER MARK DANIEL KIRBY, SACRED MUSIC MAG.SUMMER 2009
DEFINITION: LITURGICAL CHANT



• Ministerial function of Chant : 

• Synactic : assemble the church “hierarchically arrayed” for celebration, 

• Rubrical: orders time, place, space and dimension, 

• Ritual : dialogues, acclamations, proclamations, readings, psalmody and 
euchological texts 

• Ceremonial : clothes the sacred action, 

• Synoptic : holds together the liturgical action as more than the sum of its parts

ARTICLE BY FATHER MARK DANIEL KIRBY, SACRED MUSIC MAG.SUMMER 2009
DEFINITION: LITURGICAL CHANT



THREE DEGREES OF ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

• DIALOGUES :  Call-and-response (Priest and assembly) 

• same at every Mass (w/ exceptions) 

• THE ORDINARY (“KYRIALE”): Congregational (Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus…) 

• typically changes with the season (Advent, Christmas, Epiphany-Ordinary, 
Lent, Easter, Pentecost-Ordinary…) 

•  THE PROPER : For the psalmist, cantor and schola,  

• changes with every Mass (“Proper” to each Mass)



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ROMAN MISSAL (GIRM)
GIRM 2011

• 41. The main place should be given, all things being equal, to Gregorian 
chant, as being proper to the Roman Liturgy. Other kinds of sacred music, 
in particular polyphony, are in no way excluded, provided that they 
correspond to the spirit of the liturgical action and that they foster the 
participation of all the faithful. 

• Since the faithful from different countries come together ever more 
frequently, it is desirable that they know how to sing together at least 
some parts of the Ordinary of the Mass in Latin, especially the 
Profession of Faith and the Lord’s Prayer, according to the simpler 
settings.



MUSIC FILES : 

https://longbeachchant.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/march-13-singing-next-weeks-mass-music.pdf 

JOSEPH GELINEAU (8 PAGES): 

https://longbeachchant.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/gelineau-ritual-and-art.pdf 

FR mark daniel KIRBY (39 PAGES) 

https://longbeachchant.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/mark-daniel-kirby-liturgical-chant.pdf  


